
AUSTRALIA’S HEALTHCARE 
SYSTEM IS ABOUT  
120,000 YEARS OLD
Australia’s First Peoples have the oldest continuing culture on the planet some 120,000 
years old. This is underpinned by a robust and vibrant healthcare system that supports 
wellbeing in sophisticated and sustainable ways. So why is that studies of Indigenous 
health and wellbeing continually paint such poor pictures and describe deficits, problems 
and gaps? In this talk Professor Adams will discuss First Peoples’ determinants of 
health and wellbeing which largely focus on sustainability, relationship and connection. 
These start in early life in south east Australia during pre-conception and continue 
on during and after birth through connection to country, family and community. This 
talk will also deconstruct the ongoing settler colonial discourse of “Indigenous health” 
that perpetuates myths, stereotypes and terra nullius. Essentially the questions will be 
asked - whose social determinants are these anyway and to whom does this health gap 
belong? Highlighted in this talk will be examples of emerging First People’s healthcare that 
incorporate very old ways of knowing, being and doing.
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Speaker: Professor Karen Adams, Director of the Gukwonderuk Indigenous Unit 
Professor Karen Adams Is Wiradjuri and the Director of the Gukwonderuk Indigenous Unit in the Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and 
Health Sciences at Monash University. In this role, she oversees recruitment and support of Indigenous students into the health 
professions and Indigenous health teaching and learning across the Faculty. Her research has been multifaceted. Her PhD focused on 
use of Indigenous mathematics to map parents’ and carers’ social networks of wellbeing advice and support for Indigenous children. 
Most recently she worked with archivist specialists to research Indigenous maternal and child health practices in South East Australia 
documenting a number of reinvigorated wellbeing practices, such as, Welcome Baby to Country Ceremonies and Placenta Burial.
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